Abstract. We study energy minimization for pair potentials among periodic sets in Euclidean spaces. We derive some sufficient conditions under which a point lattice locally minimizes the energy associated to a large class of potential functions. This allows in particular to prove a local version of Cohn and Kumar's conjecture that A 2 , D 4 , E 8 and the Leech lattice are globally universally optimal, regarding energy minimization, and among periodic sets of fixed point density.
Introduction
The study of point configurations that minimize energy given by some pair potential occurs in diverse contexts, such as crystallography, electrostatics or computer graphics. There exist numerous numerical approaches to find locally optimal or stable configurations. However, a mathematical rigorous treatment proving optimality of a point configuration is quite difficult.
Already in 1897, J.J. Thomson, the inventor (discoverer) of the electron, came to the conclusion that "the equations which determine the stability of such a collection of particles increase so rapidly in complexity with the number of particles that a general mathematical investigation is scarcely possible". In some special situations more can be said though.
1.1. Energy minimizing spherical codes. One important case that has been studied extensively by physicists are point configurations (charged particles) on the surface of a sphere. We call such sets spherical codes in what follows. We may consider the unit sphere S d−1 ⊂ R d . Given a real-valued nonnegative function f : (0, 4] → R, we ask in this situation to minimize the f -potential energy
among point sets C on S d−1 of fixed cardinality |C|.
One may think of C as a set of electrically charged particles in R 3 , and of the potential f (r) = r 1/2 , in which case definition (1) coincides with the classical notion of potential energy in physics. Depending on the function f , the solutions may look quite different. However, for many "reasonable functions" f , we may get the same solution. For example, the vertices of a regular simplex (tetrahedron in R 3 ) will be optimal for any continuous and decreasing function f .
In [CK07] , Cohn and Kumar introduced the notion of a universally optimal configuration of points. On the unit sphere, they are point configurations C that minimize E( f , C) for all completely monotonic functions, that is, for all real-valued C ∞ functions on the interval I = (0, 4], such that (−1) k f (k) (x) ≥ 0 for all x in I and all k ≥ 0. The class of completely monotonic functions contains in a sense all the "reasonable functions" in the context of energy minimization. It in particular contains all the inverse power laws f (r) = r −s with s > 0, which are often studied in physics.
It turns out that there are several fascinating examples of universally optimal spherical codes. Indeed, Cohn and Kumar were able to derive a sufficient criterion for universal optimality, via so-called linear programming bounds and they showed that all spherical configurations with at most m mutual distances, that form a spherical (2m − 1)-design (see Definition 4.2), are universally optimal. This shows by example that there are exceptional structures (and infinite families of them) for which a rigorous mathematical proof of a very broad energy minimization property is possible.
Energy minimizing periodic point sets.
Cohn's and Kumar's considerations for spherical point sets can be extended in several ways. Note first that definition (1) makes sense for any finite set in R d . One further natural extension is to consider infinite sets C in Euclidean spaces, possibly unbounded. This however yields difficulties in defining potential energy properly, because of possible subtle convergence problems. For periodic sets such problems can be avoided. We say a discrete set in R d is periodic, if it is a disjoint union of finitely many translates of a given full-rank lattice L ⊂ R d (a discrete subgroup of R d ). In particular, a full-rank-lattice L ⊂ R d itself is a periodic set. In general we can write,
where t 1 , . . . , t m are some vectors in R d . For a potential function f , the f -energy of Λ is defined as
It can be shown that, when finite, the right-hand side of (2) is equal to
where
This clarifies the link with the definition of energy for finite configurations of points.
As in the case of spherical codes, one may ask if there exist universally optimal periodic sets, that is, periodic sets that minimize the energy E( f , Λ) for all completely monotonic functions f . At this point, no such universally optimal periodic set is known. However, exceptional structures as the hexagonal lattice, the root lattice E 8 , and the 24-dimensional Leech lattice are conjectured to be examples (see [CK07] ). Recent experiments show (see [CKS09] ) that also the root lattice D 4 and (somewhat surprisingly) the periodic nonlattice set D + 9 could be universally optimal. As a first attempt to prove universal optimality for any of the examples above, it is natural to ask whether universal optimality holds at least locally. Before we go further, we recall a few known results for a similar question in the noticeably simpler context of lattices. Indeed, when Λ = L is a lattice, and f (r) = 1 r s for some s > n 2 , then the
Similarly, if f (r) = e −cr , the corresponding energy is
where θ L is the usual theta series of L. Questions of optimality for lattices with respect to their zeta (resp. theta) function have recently been investigated by Sarnak and Strömbergsson in [SS06] , and by the first author in [Cou06] , in connection with the theory of spherical designs. In particular, one has the following sufficient condition for local optimality among lattices:
Lattices for which all shells are 4-designs achieve a local mimimum (among lattices) of the map L → E(e −cr , L) for big enough c.
Cohn and Kumar observed in [CK07] that it is enough to deal with potentials of the type r → e −cr , c > 0, to recover all completely monotonic potentials. So, in view of the above theorem, universal optimality among lattices essentially reduces to a property of theta series. Nevertheless, to actually infer universal local optimality (among lattices) from Theorem 1.1, one has to be able in addition to remove the restriction to "big enough c", and get the result "for any c > 0" instead, which is highly non trivial in general. It turns out to be possible however in the case of A 2 , D 4 , E 8 and the Leech lattice, thanks to Sarnak and Strömbergsson's result in [SS06] (see [SS06, Theorem 1]).
As in the case of spherical point sets, where the kissing number problem can be seen as a limiting case, the sphere packing problem (asking for the maximum possible minimum distance of points at a fixed point density) is a limiting case of energy minimization of Euclidean point sets. It can be shown that the density of periodic packings come arbitrarily close to the optimal density of a sphere packing in a given dimension d. Whereas the local optima for the density of lattice packings are well understood through Voronoi's characterization in terms of perfection and eutaxy, the situation for periodic packings is comparatively more difficult. It was shown in [Sch10] that if a lattice L is perfect and strongly eutactic (i.e. the minimal vectors form a 2-design), then L achieves a local maximum for density not only among lattice sphere packings but also among all periodic sphere packings [Sch10, Theorem 10]. By a theorem of Venkov, the condition that L be perfect and strongly eutactic is satisfied in particular when the set of minimal vectors forms a 4-design. Lattices satisfying this property are sometimes called strongly perfect in the literature. To summarize, one has
Lattices for which the set of minimal vectors forms a 4-design achieve a local optimum for the sphere packing problem among all periodic sets.
In this respect, strongly perfect lattices are somehow extremely rigid : there is no possibility to improve locally their density within the set of periodic sets.
The aim of this paper is to combine the ideas of [Cou06] and [Sch10] to prove essentially that lattices satisfying the conditions of Theorem1.1 are locally universally optimal not only among lattices, but indeed among all periodic sets (a precise formulation is given in Section 4, Theorem 4.4). Again, this means that the 4-design property yields a strong rigidity. Our main result (Theorem 4.4) can be in particular applied to the lattices A 2 , D 4 , E 8 and to the Leech lattice (see Theorem 4.6) : this generalizes the result of Sarnak and Strombergsson in [SS06] , and proves a local version of Cohn and Kumar's conjecture [CK07, Conjecture 9.4].
Preliminaries.
2.1. A space of parameters. The study of local variations of energy first requires a suitable parametrization of the space of periodic sets. From now on, unless otherwise stated, the word "lattice" will stand for "full-rank Euclidean lattice", i.e. for a discrete subgroup of maximal rank in the Euclidean space R d , equipped with its standard norm
the disjoint union of m translates of L (in other words, we assume that the sets
This accounts for the number of points per unit volume and is of course independent of the representation of Λ as a union of translates of a lattice (we use the terminology point density rather than simply density to avoid any confusion with the density of the associated sphere packings).
Since most of the quantities we will be considering (e.g. energy, packing-density) are invariant under orthogonal transformations and translations, we may identify two mperiodic sets which are isometric. In particular, the m-tuple (t 1 , . . . , t m ) can be defined up to translation of its components by a common vector. In what follows, we adopt the notation R md * to refer to the set of m-tuples u = (u 1 , . . . , u m ) of vectors in R d subject to the condition
and we denote by R md * /T the same set up to translation. For any u = (u 1 , . . . , u m ) ∈ R md * , we define a standard periodic set 
Finally, energy comparison between two m-periodic sets makes sense only if they are assumed to have the same point density (otherwise, by shrinking/expanding a given periodic set with a scaling factor, one can achieve arbitrarily small/large energy). One can for instance restrict to m-periodic sets of point density m, which amounts, in the above parametrization by periodic forms, to consider the space P d,m
>0 stands for the set of positive definite quadratic forms of determinant 1. In accordance with formula (2) or (3), computation of energy involves evaluating potential functions over the set of nonzero elements in
One difficulty is that a given element in Λ − Λ generally admits several representations as a difference of two elements in Λ. The situation is somewhat simpler when Λ is a lattice, as shown by the following lemma.
Then the following assertions are equivalent
(1) Λ is a lattice. 
Proof. Lattices are characterized as discrete additive subgroups of R d and the equivalence of (1), (2) and (3) is derived from that. As for (3) ⇒ (4), we have that for fixed k, the
Finally, property (4) cleary implies that any pairwise differences of elements in Λ are in Λ, which shows that (4) ⇒ (1).
Potentials.
As regards the potential functions f to be used, the following assumptions will be made throughout:
is nonnegative).
Such functions will be referred to as CM functions in what follows.
It will also be useful, although not necessary, to assume that formula (2) converges, which is ensured by the following
2 −ǫ as x tends to infinity.
It would be possible, using Bernstein's theorem, to restrict to potentials of the form f c (r) = e −cr with c > 0. Indeed, any CM function may be written as
(Stieljes Integral) for some weakly increasing function α (see [Wid41] [Theorem 12b, p.
161]).
A case that we consider separately on its own first, is that of inverse power laws p s (r) = r −s for some s > 0. These do not encompass the whole class of CM functions, but they are easier to deal with.
Local Study of Potential Energy.
3.1. Local expression for the energy. The f -energy of an m-periodic set Λ = AΩ u depends only on the associated periodic form (Q, u), namely one has
We want to expand the f -energy in a neighbourhood of a given m-periodic set
where we set
We also assume that Λ 0 has point density pδ(Λ 0 ) = m and we let X 0 = (Q 0 , u 0 ) be the corresponding periodic form, with
>0 × R md * /T is locally homeomorphic in a neighborhood of X 0 = (Q 0 , u 0 ) to its tangent space at X 0 which is identified with T Q 0 × R md /T where
The isomorphism is obtained via the matrix exponential through the map (K, u)
which defines the Riemannian structure of P d,m >0 . To study the local variations of the f -energy around X 0 , it is enough to consider the f -energy of (Q 0 exp(Q −1 0 H), u 0 + u), for small enough H ∈ T Q 0 and u ∈ R md /T. It equals 
In order to get simpler expressions in the calculations to come it is more convenient to change coordinates, that is we rewrite the above expression as
where t = A 0 u (resp. t 0 = A 0 u 0 ), and
0 is now in T id = H ∈ S d : Tr(H) = 0 . To see that (11) and (12) are the same, we use the identity
0 is symmetric is clear, and Tr H = 0 follows from the simple observation that
Note that the scalar product (9) on T id , which we denote simply by , in what follows, takes the form
Note that the definition of E f depends on a given representation of Λ 0 as a periodic set, that is, it depends on A 0 and u 0 . Note also that E( f , Λ) = E f (0, 0) with this setting. The two main ingredients to obtain further simplifications in the above formula are the following :
(1) use the additive structure of Λ 0 (if any).
(2) use translation invariance of the energy. These conditions are met in particular when Λ 0 is a lattice, in which case we obtain the following crucial lemma :
where σ k is the bijection of Lemma 2.1.
in the internal sum (12) can be written as t 0 k + L 0 for a uniquely defined k. More precisely, using Lemma 2.1(3), we obtain
where σ k is the permutation defined by the condition that t 0
. . , m} (see Lemma 2.1). Note that the t j are replaced by t σ k (i) and that the change from index j to k causes a reordering of terms.
Because of the translation invariance of the energy, the energy is not modified if all the components of t 0 are translated by a common vector α ∈ R d . In particular, we can choose α = −t 0 j for some j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Applying this to (15), we get for any j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, the equation
Adding up the (E j )s for j = 1, . . . , m and then averaging, together with the observation that
we obtain the final expression
3.2. Taylor expansion of the energy. We compute in this section the Taylor expansion of order 2 of (14), viewed as a function on P d,m >0 . To that end, we need to compute the gradient and Hessian of E f at a lattice Λ 0 , respectively at (0, 0), and then use the approximation
The relevant quantities are given by the following lemma, when f is either an exponential f c or an inverse power law p s , which will be the only cases of interest in the sequel. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that t 0 is such that
(2) For an exponential law f c (r) = e −cr , one has
Proof. Using the Taylor expansion of the matrix exponential we write
Expanding gives
in the first case, and
in the second one. Then, for a fixed w ∈ Λ 0 , one has to add the terms
corresponding to all pairs (i, k). Because σ k is a permutation, the terms 2w There are two noticeable features in the previous calculations, whenever our periodic set Λ 0 actually is a lattice : the gradient of the potential energy at Λ 0 , which is a priori a linear form in the variable (H, t) ∈ T id × R md , has a trivial component in the translational direction, and its Hessian splits into the sum of a quadratic form in H and a quadratic form in t. In other words, when studying local perturbations of energy within the set of periodic sets around a lattice, one can consider separatly purely translational moves (i.e. with H = 0) and purely lattice moves (i.e. with t = 0). This observation plays a prominent role in the results of the next section. Remark. The previous lemma extends partly to more general potential functions. For instance, one can show, using exactly the same argument as in the proof above, that whenever f is a smooth function such that the potential energy E( f , Λ) is defined and is a differentiable function on the space of periodic configurations, one has grad E f (0, 0), (H, t) = ∑ 0 w∈Λ 0
H[w] f
′ ( w ).
Main Result
Using the preliminary computations of the previous section, we can improve the results of [Cou06] . We show that under some rather general conditions, a lattice which is locally optimal among lattices regarding energy minimization, is in fact locally optimal among all periodic sets. One difficulty in giving a precise meaning to "optimal" or "critical point" for the energy, is that a given periodic set admits infinitely many representations of type Λ = With this terminology, a periodic set is locally universally optimal if it is locally foptimal for any CM function f , or equivalently, due to Bernstein's theorem, for any exponential potential f c , c > 0.
We will allow in some instances (e.g. Theorem 4.4 below) the wording f -critical for a non necessarily CM function f . The least we need is that f is smooth and decays sufficiently rapidly so that the potential energy is defined and is a differentiable function on the space of periodic configurations. This is the case in particular if f satisfies Assumption 2 of Section 2.2.
Besides the preliminary computations of the previous sections, the main tool we will use is the notion of spherical design. 
